Господи Иисусе Христе Сыне Божий помилуй мя грешного.

Премова Богородица свяя нас.
The Church Slavonic Alphabet

a - as in father
b - as in bat
v - as in vat
h - as in happy
d - as in date
ye - is the ordinary e with a glide, as in yes
zh - like the s in measure
z - as in zebra
z - same as above, as in zero
e - as in eve
i - same as the previous letter and word
k - as in kite
l - as in land
M - as in manner
n - as in noon
o - much as in English
o - much as in English
p - as in pan
r - to be rolled
s - as in sash
T - as in table
u - oo as in moon
f - as in fast.
ch - guttural h
ot - as in tot
ts - as in tsar
ch - as in church
sh - as in shine
shch - as in parish church
hard sign
ui - something like the i in till
soft sign - softens and liquefies the preceding consonant
ye - as in yeast
yu - same as English you
ya - as in yard
ya - same as preceding letter and word
ks - as in takes
ps - psalm
f - as in the word fact
i - as in the word inner